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ABSTRACT
The initial design of software systems is modelled using
conceptual design language elements. When a refined ver-
sion of the design is made, each of the original (conceptual)
elements is replaced by the refined element(s). Other feasi-
ble refinements are eliminated prematurely.

This paper presents a software design approach,
called CoCompose, that allows for defining several, lay-
ered, alternative refinements for each element in a design.
The refinements are represented as structures of existing
design language constructs, which makes it possible to ad-
dress advanced software development technologies such as
aspect-oriented programming, component-based develop-
ment and design patterns without introducing new design
language constructs. CoCompose uses an automated trans-
lation process to determine which refinements to use and to
generate an implementation.
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1 Introduction

In current object-oriented (OO) design approaches (e.g.
UML [1]), the initial design of a system is modelled us-
ing conceptual design language elements. The elements of
this initial design are then gradually refined towards an im-
plementation. This refinement is currently not supported
by the design language. A refined version of the design is
made, in which each of the original (conceptual) elements
is replaced by the refined element(s). By doing so, other
feasible refinements are eliminated prematurely [2]. In a
later stage it may appear that other refinements would have
been better.

The refinement of elements continues up to a point
where they are close to implementation language con-
structs, but still independent of specific implementation
languages. All these refinements require additional de-
sign language constructs. For example, to refine an asso-
ciation relation to an attribute, it must be possible to ex-
press attributes. With the introduction of new software
development technologies, such ascomponent-based soft-
ware development(CBSD) [3], aspect-oriented software
development(AOSD) [4], anddesign patterns[5], new de-
sign language constructs are required to represent the con-
cepts they introduce. Extensions to UML have already

been proposed to support these technologies on design-
level [6][7][8][9][10], introducing several additional design
language constructs. The number/complexity of alternative
refinements increases with each additional design language
construct. This makes it hard to choose one specific refine-
ment. Other feasible refinements are eliminated, since only
one refinement is chosen.

We propose a design approach, called CoCompose
[11], that allows for defining several possible refinements
for each design element. CoCompose uses a design lan-
guage that is based upon conceptual elements. These ele-
ments can have several layered refinements. Refinements
are represented as structures of existing design language
constructs, instead of introducing new design language
constructs for each refinement. This way, refinement can
be done up to and including the implementation level with-
out introducing the implementation language constructs to
the design language.

The general idea behind CoCompose is based upon
synthesis-based design[12]. This approach builds on the
idea that there are many possible ways to design each spe-
cific software element. All these design alternatives create
adesign spaceof possible combinations of these design al-
ternatives.Design algebrais introduced as a mechanism
to eliminate non-feasible design alternatives and derive the
optimal alternative. The CoCompose design language al-
lows for modelling these design alternatives. An automated
translation process, based upon design algebra, has been
developed to determine which refinements to use and to
generate an implementation.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Sec-
tions 2 and 3 describe the most important aspects of the
design language in more detail. Section 4 describes the
translation process for generating implementations from a
CoCompose design. Section 5 discusses the tool support
for CoCompose. In section 6 we discuss related work. Fi-
nally, section 7 concludes this paper.

2 The CoCompose Design Language

CoCompose uses a design language that allows for concep-
tual modelling of software systems. Instead of using sev-
eral different language constructs to represent design ele-
ments, all elements are initially represented asconcepts.
CoCompose designs can be refined by usingcomposites
that can have several alternativesolution patterns.



2.1 Concepts

Concepts represent the elements of a software design.
Fig. 1 shows an early design of an image container. The
image container contains a formatted image. It also pro-
cesses raw images into formatted images.

ImageContainer Image

ProcessRawImage

Figure 1. An example model consisting of three concept
constructs

The design represents the image container itself as a
concept (ImageContainer). Another concept represents the
image to contain (Image) and a third concept represents
the raw image processing (ProcessRawImage). The Im-
age concept and the ProcessRawImage concept are linked
to the ImageContainer concept with a simple, straight line.
This indicates that they are related to each other, without
any further commitment on the nature of this relation.

2.2 Composites

Composites describe the relationships between concepts in
more detail and also serve as an encapsulation mechanism
for nested concepts and composites. Fig. 2 shows a refined
version of the image container design. The relationship be-
tween the ImageContainer concept and the Image concept
has been described by the HasImage composite. This com-
posite is of the type “SingleRelation”, which is shown by
its icon (an arrow with a ‘1’ on top)1.

Composite types allow for reuse of composites that
have been defined earlier. The SingleRelation composite
type has tworoles (depicted as small circles - see HasIm-
age, Fig. 2), which are named Owner and Property. The
role names can be hidden for visual optimisation. In this
case, the icon conveys the names of the roles. Drawing a
line between a concept and a role means that the concept
fills the role. ImageContainer, for example, fills the Owner
role of HasImage.

The ProcessRawImage concept has been encapsu-
lated in the HasRawImageProcessing composite, which
means it is now part of the composite. In addition, this
concept is published on the composite’s interface, so it can
be accessed from outside the composite. This composite
is of the “RawImageProcessing” type. Note that the com-
posite type is now written below the composite (using the
form “name: type”) instead of using an icon. This com-
posite type applies raw image processing functionality to a
target concept. It introduces one role to do this: the Target

1The icon does not represent a new language construct, but is a user-
defined visual representation of the composite type
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Figure 2. A refined version of the example model with two
composites

ThisStrategyPattern : Strategy

Strategy [0..1]

ConcreteStrategy [0..n]

AlgorithmInterface [0..1]

ConcreteAlgorithm [0..n]

Figure 3. A composite representing a strategy design pat-
tern

role. In this case, the composite applies the raw image pro-
cessing functionality to ImageContainer, since this concept
fills the Target role.

Composites can also be used to represent more ad-
vanced design concepts, such as design patterns and as-
pects. Roles are used to represent the participants in a de-
sign pattern. Fig. 3 shows a composite that represents a
strategy design pattern. Note that the role names are now
displayed, including a multiplicity constraint (e.g. [0..n]).

Multiplicity constraints on roles are used to specify
how many times a role can be filled (i.e. how many con-
cepts may be linked to a role). By default, a role can be
filled any amount of times, specified by [0..n]. In the case
of the Strategy composite type, the Strategy and the Al-
gorithmInterface role both have a multiplicity constraint of
[0..1], which means they can be filled at most once. This
corresponds with the strategy design pattern, in which only
one Strategy/AlgorithmInterface pair is present. Other pos-
sible multiplicity constraints are [1..1] and [1..n], with their
standard interpretations.

2.3 Solution Patterns

Each composite type defines a set ofsolution patternsto
refine a composite in terms of a structure of nested concepts
and composites. To refine a composite, one of its solution
patterns is applied (i.e. instantiated). This solution pattern
instance replaces the original composite.

Fig. 4 shows a solution pattern for the RawImagePro-
cessing composite type, shown in Fig. 2. This solution pat-
tern describes how the ProcessRawImage concept is related
to Target and that it has a byte array, RawImage, to be pro-



cessed and returned as an Image. It introduces two new
composite types, SingleInstance (depicted by an arrow with
a ‘1’ on top and a colon) and Returns (depicted by coins
falling from a slot).

Target

ProcessRawImage

RawImage

byte[]

Image

HasProcessRawImage

HasByteArray

ReturnsImage

Figure 4. A solution pattern for a RawImageProcessing
type composite

Target is represented as arole of the solution pattern.
It will be filled by concepts that fill the corresponding com-
posite’s role. In the HasRawImageProcessing example in
Fig. 2, the composite’s role is filled by ImageContainer.
Target is replaced by ImageContainer if the solution pat-
tern is applied.

Occasionally, several elements of a solution pattern
need to be applied more than once, or even left out, de-
pending on how many times a role is filled. Arole part
is used to cluster solution pattern elements with a role, so
they will be applied once for each time a role is filled. This
is visualised by giving each role (and role part) a different
colour. Elements that don’t belong to a role part make up
thedefault part.

Fig. 5 shows a solution pattern for a SingleRelation
type composite (see HasImage in Fig. 2). Similar to the
previous solution pattern, the Owner and Property roles
correspond with the composite’s roles.

The AProperty concept and HasProperty composite
are part of the Property role part. This solution pattern
doesn’t have a default part. When applying a solution pat-
tern, the elements of a role part will be instantiated once for
each time the corresponding role is filled. For example, if
there are two concepts filling the Property role, an AProp-
erty concept and HasProperty composite will be generated
for each concept. If the Property role isn’t filled at all, no
elements are generated.

Fig. 6 shows an alternative solution pattern for the

Owner Property

AProperty

HasProperty

Figure 5. A solution pattern for a SingleRelation composite

HasRawImageProcessing composite (shown in Fig. 2).
This solution pattern uses a strategy design pattern to be
able to choose a specific algorithm strategy during run-
time. The strategy design pattern is represented by the
Strategy composite type. The top part has been separated
slightly from the bottom part to separate the strategy invo-
cation infrastructure from the actual strategies2.
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Figure 6. An alternative solution pattern for the RawIm-
ageProcessing composite, featuring run-time switching of
processing strategies

The description of the ProcessRawImage concept is
similar to the description in the first solution pattern (see
Fig. 4), only this time ProcessRawImage is defined to
be the AlgorithmInterface in the ImageProcessingStrate-
gies composite. The actual algorithms are represented by
the DefaultProcessRawImage and CanvasProcessRawIm-
age concepts, which fill the ConcreteAlgorithm role. The
DefaultStrategy and CanvasStrategy concepts represent the
containers for these algorithms and fill the ConcreteStrat-
egy role. Finally, the ImgProcStrategy concept represents
the container for the algorithm interface and fills the Strat-
egy role.

The strategy invocation infrastructure uses the In-
vokeProcessRawImage concept to represent the delegation
of raw image processing requests to the current strategy’s
algorithm. This concept overrides the interface of Process-
RawImage, as specified by the Overrides composite type
(depicted by a large car overrunning a small car). This
way, anyone using the raw image processing functionality
won’t see the difference between the simple solution (see
Fig. 4) and this solution. In addition, state should be kept
of which strategy is the current strategy. This is represented
by the HasCurrentStrategy composite. This composite is a
SingleRelation type composite, but a published concept is
put on this specific composite’s interface: AProperty. This

2This solution pattern can be decomposed into several solution pat-
terns. This is not done here to limit the number of separate models.



is done because InvokeProcessRawImage needs to access
this concept. A result is that, from all solution patterns
defined for the SingleRelation composite type, only the so-
lution patterns that actually introduce this concept can be
applied to refine this composite.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows a solution pattern for the Strat-
egy composite type. This solution pattern represents one
way to implement a strategy design pattern. For each
time the Strategy role is filled, the Inheritance composite
IsAStrategy (depicted by a triangle) and the SingleRelation
composite StrategyHas are instantiated. This means that
if the Strategy role is not filled, these composites are not
instantiated either. This is useful when the abstract strat-
egy infrastructure is not needed. Note that there is no Con-
creteStrategyHas composite connecting the ConcreteStrat-
egy role and the ConcreteAlgorithm role. If there are sev-
eral concepts filling the ConcreteStrategy role and several
concepts filling the ConcreteAlgorithm role, there is no ob-
vious way of telling which ConcreteAlgorithm belongs to
which ConcreteStrategy. That’s why the relation between
the ConcreteStrategy and the ConcreteAlgorithm is dele-
gated to the model in which a Strategy composite is used.

Strategy

ConcreteStrategy

AlgorithmInterface

ConcreteAlgorithm

IsAStrategy

StrategyHas

OverridesAlgorithmInterface

Figure 7. A solution pattern for the Strategy composite

3 CoCompose Design Language Extensions
for Automatic Code Generation

In order to automatically generate full code from Co-
Compose designs, some extensions have been made to
the CoCompose design language elements. These ex-
tensions build upon a model of a target language (e.g.
Java). This model describes a set ofimplementation
forms available in the target language. An example
target language model for Java could include the fol-
lowing implementation forms:Primitive (an exist-
ing class or type),PrimitiveInterface (an exist-
ing interface),Instance (an instance of a class or type,
e.g. variable, attribute),AbstractMethod , Method ,
AbstractClass , Class .

This model is a simplified description of Java; access
specifications (public, protected, etc.), static elements, etc.,

are not described. One can define several custom target lan-
guage models in CoCompose. These can be more complete
Java models and/or models for other languages, including
AOP languages such as AspectJ [13], JAsCo [14] or Con-
cernJ [15].

The design language extensions built on these models
are discussed in the following subsections.

3.1 Embedded Implementations

To limit the granularity of CoCompose models, one can
embed implementation code in concepts. A method body,
for instance, can be embedded in a concept instead of hav-
ing to model the entire method body in terms of concepts
and composites.

In order to embed an implementation within a con-
cept, one has to specify the language of the implementa-
tion and for which implementation form it works. For ex-
ample, an embedded implementation for the ProcessRaw-
Image concept in Fig. 4 could be expressed in Java and
organised as a Method:

1 import java.awt.image.BufferedImage;
2 int r, g, b, width = 320, height = 240;
3 int[] pixels = new int[width * height];
4 BufferedImage bi = new BufferedImage(width, height,
5 BufferedImage.TYPE_INT_RGB);
6 // create 32 bit integer array of rgb pixels
7 for (int i = 0; i < width * height; i++) {
8 r = <RawImage>[i * 3]; r &= 0xFF;
9 g = <RawImage>[i * 3 + 1]; g &= 0xFF;

10 b = <RawImage>[i * 3 + 2]; b &= 0xFF;
11 pixels[i] = (255 << 24) | (r << 16) | (g << 8) | b;
12 }
13 // draw onto buffered image and return
14 bi.setRGB(0, 0, width, height, pixels, 0, width);
15 return bi;

Note the presence of the word<RawImage> in the
code (line 8-10). The<> aroundRawImage means that
it refers to the concept RawImage (see Fig. 4). If an im-
plementation refers to other concepts like this, a constraint
on that concept’s implementation form has to be defined as
well. In this case that constraint is “RawImage must have
implementation form Instance”, since it is referred to as an
instance of a byte array.

It is possible to embed several alternative implemen-
tations in one concept. They could be implementations
in different languages, but also for different implementa-
tion forms and/or having different constraints on other con-
cept’s implementation forms.

3.2 Implementation Generators

Some composite types are sufficiently low-level to di-
rectly implement as a programming language construct.
An example of this is the Inheritance composite type (see
Fig. 7, IsAStrategy). For Java, inheritance translates di-
rectly to anextends clause for inheriting from classes or
an implements clause for realising interfaces.

Solution patterns are not feasible for this kind of re-
finement. Therefore, composite types can haveimplemen-
tation generators. The definition of an implementation



generator consists of the target language (e.g. Java) and
severalrole parts. A role part definition consists of the
name of the role it implements, the implementation form
for a concept filling that role and a number of constraints
on the implementation forms of concepts filling other roles
of the composite.

Implementation generators are described in XML.
The executable part of an implementation generator, which
is responsible for generating the actual code, is encapsu-
lated in a Java class. The Inheritance implementation gen-
erator for Java is described as follows:

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <!DOCTYPE ImplementationGenerator SYSTEM
3 "../dtd/ImplementationGenerator.dtd">
4 <ImplementationGenerator>
5 <RoleParts>
6 <RolePart RoleName="Parent" ConceptForm="Class">
7 <Constraints>
8 <Constraint RoleName="Child"
9 NotEqualTo="Interface"/>

10 </Constraints>
11 </RolePart>
12 <RolePart RoleName="Parent"
13 ConceptForm="AbstractClass">
14 <Constraints>
15 <Constraint RoleName="Child"
16 NotEqualTo="Interface"/>
17 </Constraints>
18 </RolePart>
19 <RolePart RoleName="Parent"
20 ConceptForm="Interface"/>
21 <RolePart RoleName="Parent"
22 ConceptForm="Primitive"/>
23 <RolePart RoleName="Parent"
24 ConceptForm="PrimitiveInterface"/>
25 <RolePart RoleName="Child" ConceptForm="Class"/>
26 <RolePart RoleName="Child"
27 ConceptForm="AbstractClass"/>
28 <RolePart RoleName="Child"
29 ConceptForm="Interface">
30 <Constraints>
31 <Constraint RoleName="Parent"
32 NotEqualTo="Class"/>
33 <Constraint RoleName="Parent"
34 NotEqualTo="AbstractClass"/>
35 </Constraints>
36 </RolePart>
37 </RoleParts>
38 </ImplementationGenerator>

Role parts describe for which implementation form a
concept filling the role can be implemented. In addition,
several constraints on the implementation forms of other
roles can be specified. Consider the Child role part for an
Interface implementation form (lines 28-36). The Parent
role may not be filled by a Class or an AbstractClass if the
Child role is filled by an Interface.

4 The CoCompose Translation Process

An automated translation process has been developed to (1)
determine which composite refinements to apply (solution
patterns and/or implementations generators), (2) determine
the implementation forms for each concept and (3) generate
executable code from refined CoCompose designs

These three steps will be discussed in the following
subsections. As an example, the design from Fig. 2 will be
translated to Java.

4.1 Flatten

The first step in translating a design is to determine which
refinements to use for each composite. If solution patterns
are available for a composite, this composite can be re-
placed by an instance of one of these solution patterns. If
an appropriate implementation generator is available, the
composite can be retained. In this way, a tree of options is
available for each composite, where each solution pattern
can introduce new composites with nested trees of options.
This translation step “flattens” the tree of options for each
composite by expanding the root into one of its branches3.

Fig. 8 shows an example of a (partial) tree for flat-
tening the HasImage composite depicted in Fig. 2. The
HasImage composite is of type SingleRelation, which has
one implementation generator for Java and two solution
patterns.

ImplementationGenerator

HasImage

SolutionPattern1 SolutionPattern2

... ... ... ...

Figure 8. A partial flatten tree for the HasImage composite

The implementation generators and solution patterns
for a composite type are defined in a specific order. Hence,
there are three options for flattening HasImage, which will
be tried in the following order: (1) retain the composite
(since it has an appropriate implementation generator), (2)
replace the composite by an instance of solution pattern 1
or (3) replace the composite by an instance of solution pat-
tern 2.

In order for a solution pattern to translate to the tar-
get language, the tree of options must terminate into com-
posites with appropriate implementation generators. This
is verified by recursively checking the solution pattern.
Consider the solution pattern for the RawImageProcessing
composite type in Fig. 6. It uses a Strategy composite type,
which doesn’t have any implementation generators. When
checking whether this solution pattern translates to Java,
the solution pattern(s) of the Strategy composite type (see
Fig. 7) must be checked as well. In this case, the solution
pattern uses composites that all have implementation gen-
erators for Java. This means that the initial solution pattern
for the HasRawImageProcessing composite will translate
to Java as well.

If a solution pattern is verified to translate to the tar-
get language, it can be applied. First the default part of a
solution pattern (those elements that don’t belong to a role
part) is applied. The default part is only applied once for all

3This differs from the traditional meaning of flattening, where the root
is expanded into all of its branches



applications of the solution pattern. If the solution pattern
is applied more than once, the default part from the first so-
lution pattern instance will be reused. Then, for each time
a concept fills a role, the corresponding role part will be
applied.

Fig. 9 shows the example image container design after
flattening. The solution pattern depicted in Fig. 4 has been
applied for the HasRawImageProcessing composite and the
solution pattern depicted in Fig. 5 has been applied for the
HasImage composite.

ImageContainer

Image

AImage
(from HasImage)

ProcessRawImage
(from RawImage...)

RawImage
(from RawImage...)

byte[]
(from RawImage...)

Image
(from RawImage...)

HasImage
(from HasImage)

HasProcessRawImage
(from RawImage...)

HasByteArray
(from RawImage...)

ReturnsImage
(from RawImage...)

Figure 9. The image container design after flattening

The solution pattern for the HasRawImageProcessing
composite only has a default part. This part is copied di-
rectly into the model. The HasDefaultProcessRawImage
composite is linked to the Target role in the solution pat-
tern, so it is linked to ImageContainer in the flattened de-
sign.

The solution pattern for the HasImage composite
doesn’t have a default part. Instead, it has one role part: the
Property role part. For each time the Property role is filled,
this role part is applied. In this case, the Property role is
filled only once (by the Image concept), so the role part is
applied once. Note that the names of some solution pattern
elements have changed to reflect that they are instantiated
for a specific concept. AProperty and HasProperty have
been renamed to AImage and HasImage, for example.

Initially, the first refined design resulting from this
step will be passed on to the next step. If the next step
fails, the next option will be passed on, etc.

4.2 Determine Implementation Forms

The next step in translating the design is to determine the
implementation form for each concept. The possible im-
plementations forms for a concept depend on (1) the forms
of its embedded implementations, if any, (2) the constraints
of the implementations generators of linked composites and
(3) the constraints of other concepts’ embedded implemen-
tations.

Consider the ImageContainer concept. It has embed-
ded implementations for a Java Class, AbstractClass and
Method. ImageContainer fills the Owner role of HasImage

and the Owner role of HasProcessRawImage. The follow-
ing constraints apply:

F ImageContainer = {Class, AbstractClass, Method}
F HasImg.Owner = {Class, AbstractClass, Method,

AbstractMethod}
F HasP RImg.Owner = {Class, AbstractClass, Interface}

F
′
ImageContainer = F ImageContainer ∩ F HasImg.Owner ∩

F HasP RImg.Owner

= {Class, AbstractClass}

There are no other concepts with embedded implemen-
tations that impose constraints on ImageContainer. There
are still two forms possible for implementing ImageCon-
tainer. A translation preference heuristic can be defined by
the developer to choose a form, if several are possible. An
example heuristic could be defined like this:

H = Primitive > PrimitiveInterface > AbstractMethod

> Method > Interface > AbstractClass > Class

According to this heuristic, AbstractClass has preference
over Class, so AbstractClass is the concept form that will
be chosen to implement ImageContainer.

It is possible that the set of possible implementation
forms for a certain concept becomes empty, i.e. there is
no implementation form for the concept that works for all
elements of the design. In that case, determining concept
forms fails and the next option from the flatten step is tried.

4.3 Generate Code

The last step of the translation process is relatively simple,
because the design has already been refined up to the level
of implementation language constructs.

Skeleton code is generated for each concept, based on
the implementation forms that are determined in the previ-
ous step. Any embedded implementations are inserted in
the skeleton code. Then, the appropriate implementation
generators for each composite are invoked. This results in
adapted code that reflects the functionality of the compos-
ites. Finally, a language-dependent back end is invoked,
which can do language-specific post-processing and gener-
ate the implementation files.

5 Tool Support

Figure 10 shows a screen shot of the CoCompose tool,
which has been implemented in Java. It uses the VGJ
graph drawing library4 and the Xerces2 XML parsing li-
brary5 The tool supports modelling of software using the
CoCompose design language and automatic translation into
implementation using the translation process described in
the previous section.

4http://www.eng.auburn.edu/department/cse/research/
graphdrawing/graphdrawing.html

5http://xml.apache.org/xerces2-j



Figure 10. The CoCompose tool

6 Related Work

This section discusses a selection of software modelling
approaches, which are related to CoCompose. In addi-
tion, several design transformation approaches, related to
the CoCompose translation process, will be discussed.

Cosmos [16] is a general-purpose concern-space
modelling schema, which includes three types of elements:
concerns, relationships and predicates. A developer iden-
tifies and categorises concerns and relationships and de-
fines predicates. Cosmos doesn’t use a modelling language,
but allows for initial separation of concerns in categories.
This forms a heuristic that tells which design language con-
structs to use for which concern. CoCompose can reduce
the extent of categorisation needed by having a reduced set
of design language constructs.

The idea of patterns of design elements has also been
used in Theme/UML [6], which is an aspect-oriented exten-
sion of UML. It usescomposition patternsto describe as-
pects. Composition patterns are parametrised with specific
UML constructs, whereas CoCompose solution patterns
use generic concepts. The KobrA method [17] is an ap-
proach for component-based product line engineering with
UML. It also uses pattern-based refinements for design el-
ements and advocates to describe each concern in a differ-
ent model. While KobrA is a relatively mature method,
there is no tool support yet. OO-Method [18] also intro-
duces a pattern-based approach for design refinement and
code generation. There is no tool support for OO-Method
yet. The above methods do not facilitate a mechanism for
defining alternative refinements.

In generative programming [19], feature models are
used to model a family of software systems instead of a
single system. Features can be optional or mandatory for
a software system, depending on the presence of other fea-
tures. In CoCompose, optional features can be modelled
with composite roles, which can be left unfilled. Alter-
native features can be modelled by the refinement mech-
anisms, such as alternative solution patterns.

Recently, the Object Management Group has in-
troduced the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) standard
[20]. MDA forms an abstraction layer to specific im-
plementation platforms. It uses model transformations
to refine a high-level design (described using a Platform-
Independent Model or PIM) to a platform-specific design
(described using a Platform-Specific Model or PSM). Sev-
eral layered PSMs can be defined to gradually refine the
design. CoCompose fits in the MDA vision in that it also
uses several layered refinements, which are described using
meta-level solution patterns. These form the intermediate
Platform Models (PMs) that define the transformation from
a Platform Independent Model (PIM) to a Platform Specific
Model (PSM).

In the context of MDA, an approach based on graph
transformations has been proposed to transform UML de-
sign models to implementation [21]. The complexity in this
approach is mostly caused by the many language constructs
available in UML that all have their particular syntax and
rules of usage. UMLAUT [22] is a generic UML transfor-
mation framework, which can be used for design pattern
generation and aspect weaving amongst others. The frame-
work is built upon the UML meta-model and allows for
defining your own transformations, which can be stored in
a transformation library. In CoCompose, a designer can de-
fine custom composites, which serves as a declaration for a
transformation. Solution patterns and implementation gen-
erators define the actual transformations.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

The design approach proposed in this paper adopts a de-
sign language that allows for defining several alternative
refinements for conceptual language elements. These re-
finements, called solution patterns, can be used to model
basic elements, such as one-way, one-to-one relations, but
also more advanced elements, such as aspects and design
patterns. By modelling several alternative refinements for
the composite design elements, no feasible design alterna-
tives are eliminated prematurely. In addition, the composite
typing mechanism allows for reuse of previously defined
refinements.

The scalability of the translation process is a possible
issue. The complexity order of the process varies between
n andcn, wheren is the number of concepts andc is the
average number of alternative refinements per concept. The
actual complexity depends on how early the correct design
alternative is chosen. Heuristics and fuzzy logic techniques
can be applied to determine the best order in which design
alternatives are to be chosen [2]. We plan to further inves-
tigate how these techniques can be applied.

The current CoCompose language model defines two
main language constructs: concepts and composites. This
still forces designers to choose one of these elements when
introducing new design elements. We will investigate how
the concept and composite construct can be merged into
one construct with a general notion of refinement.



CoCompose currently uses a simple target language
model, which describes only a target language name and
several implementation forms. We will extend this model
to a target context model that can describe various context
properties, such as software/hardware platform, user iden-
tity/role and physical/logical location. The system that de-
termines in which order design alternatives are chosen is
currently limited to simple preference lists. Given the ex-
tended target context model, a more sophisticated decision
system can be envisioned.
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